
About the Organization:-
WeMakeScholars is an organization funded and supported by the Ministry of IT,
Government of India under the 'Digital India Campaign'. Our motive is to offer
unbiased support to students with international education finance via
scholarships and education loans. It is one of the biggest scholarship
aggregators globally with more than 26,000 scholarships on the portal and more
than 1.5 million students from 190 countries access it every year. For education
loans, we work with 10+ banks (public/private) in India/abroad including top
banks like State Bank of India. We are a 5-year old startup with a fast-growing
team and hence a lot to learn.

Position title: Financial Officer

Role type: Operations / BD/Finance

Level of Hierarchy: Level 2.

Roles and responsibilities:
Your role as a Financial Officer is to be familiar with the underwriting criteria of our
partner banks which include SBI, BOB, ICICI, Axis Bank, HDFC, etc. With this knowledge,
you will have to screen the education loan applications, advise students on the
documentation, coordinate with bank staff, for smooth processing of the education
loan.

CTC:
The CTC offered will be 4.2 LPA which is divided into fixed and variable parts. The fixed
part is at 3 LPA (25k) per month and the variable part will be 1.2. LPA which is given to



you as the part of your incentives which is on a monthly basis which purely depends
upon your performance.

During your probation of 4 months, the CTC will be at 2.40 LPA (20K) plus the above

mentioned variable pay which is performance-based incentives.

Bond: If selected, you need to work with the organization for at least a 12 months
period, as this is the minimum requirement from the govt. body which funds us.

Why explore Career at WeMakeScholars?
At WMS we are always open to innovative ideas giving opportunity to every individual.
A new gateway to climb the ladder of growth like nowhere else. Moreover who would
not prefer a unique environment with a wide spectrum of cultural diversity from Pan
India.

Why a growing organization?
Opportunity to grow faster. The chance to work and learn with the young team.

Ladder at WeMakeScholars??



Level 4:- Team Leader.

Fun @Work




